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The haul (Zee News) 

Kolkata: Officers of Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) bust a smuggling racket 

operating at the Kolkata airport, said media reports on Monday. 

 

On Monday, two members of the gang entered the domestic terminal of the NSCBI 

airport, Kolkata, with foreign currency hidden in their shoe soles and managed to get 

through the security check. They then waited at the domestic departure area as they 

planned to board a domestic flight. 

 

The third member of the gang checked into the Kolkata airport to depart on the 

Bangkok-bound flight. He left the immigration and customs and waited at the 

international departures area. 
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A glass door separates the domestic terminal from the international terminal which 

remains locked. However, the gang took advantage of the gap between the doors and 

tried to smuggle the foreign currency notes. 

 

All three met at the glass door and the duo handed over the package containing the 

foreign currency. As soon as the third member of the gang proceeded to board the 

flight he was stopped by DRI officials and immediately detained. 

 

Later, it was found that the duo missed their flight intentionally and wanted to leave the 

airport. 

 

“We saw in the CCTV that the duo handed over the package through the gap of the 

door. We found it extremely suspicious and detained the international passenger. We 

found the foreign currency in his possession. Later, we tracked the movements of the 

duo and found that they missed their flight intentionally and arrested all three,” said a 

DRI official. 

 

He added, “The three persons arrested have been identified as Ziaul Mustafa, who 

was scheduled to fly to Bangkok, and Sheikh Masiruddin and Md Akhtar Moeni – the 

duo who were to take the domestic flights and missed it intentionally. A total of 80,000 

US Dollars have been seized. The worth of the seizure in Indian currency is Rs 57 

lacs.” 

 

On interrogation by the DRI officials, the trio revealed that they have used the same 

modus operandi to smuggle foreign currency through the glass door gap. 

 

 



DRI busts foreign currency syndicate at Kolkata airport,
3 arrested
IANS | Dec 3, 2018, 10.22 PM IST

Printed from

KOLKATA: The Directorate of Revenue Intelligence (DRI) busted a

syndicate involved in smuggling foreign currency out of the country and

seized $80,000 from it at the city airport, an official said on Monday. 

 

Also, three persons were arrested, the official said. 

 

"DRI officers have busted a smuggling syndicate operating at Netaji

Subhas Chandra Bose International Airport (NSCBI). Three persons were

arrested while they were trying to smuggle it out of the country," an official

said. 

 

According to the agency, smuggling of foreign currency from India has

seen a spike in the current year. 

 

Crime syndicates smuggle gold and narcotics into the country and consequently, they were sending foreign currency in cash

illegally, out of the country as proceeds of sale, DRI official said. 

 

The gang had a unique modus operandi. 

 

With hidden bundles of foreign currency notes in their shoes, two members of the group -- Sheikh Masiruddin and Md Akhtar

Moeni -- cleared security check and waited at the domestic departure security hold area. At around the same time, the third

member of the gang, Ziaul Mustafa, entered the airport to fly to Bangkok. 
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After being issued his boarding pass, Mustafa cleared immigration and customs and entered the international departure

security hold area before boarding his flight. 

 

A chained glass door separates the domestic departure security hold area from the international departure zone.

 

 

Three accused then met together at this point where the two domestic passengers passed on the currency notes to their

accomplice waiting at the international departure side through a gap on this glass door, according to the agency. 

 

Two domestic passengers, then intentionally "missed" their flight and approached the airlines as a case of no-show and to

cancel their tickets and allow them to leave the airport.

 

 

"The DRI officers intercepted all three persons. On being questioned, they admitted to having done it on a number of occasions

in the past," the official added. 


